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~tract: In this pa~r we discms a deccmpcstien metlm, which 
is based on dynamic programming, for determining the numbers cl 
trunks am time-varying traffic routin~ in the AT&T 
Ccmmunicationc; Dynamic Nonhiernrchical Rooting (DNHR) 
network. This rew heuristic methcxl, the Incremental Sequential 
Allocation Proredure (ISAP) , produced net\\Q'k designs that 
compue fa\Ura bly in some instances with trose prcxluced by an 
iterati \e DNHR retwork design methcxl called the Unified 
Algoritlun (UA)- More work en the ISAP is warranted, and we 
conclude that the metlm emlxrlied in the ISAP is worth further 
in\eStigation fer DNHR network design. 

First we present an intrcxiuction '1nd a fonnal statement cl the 
DNHR design problem. Next we discuss the ISAP in detail, 
giving particular attention to a description cl the dynamic 
program, am then compare ISAP-desigred netWCl'ks with th~ 
produced by the UA Fmally, we present oor ro~lmionc; am 
some suggestions for further research. 

1.0 INTRODUcnON 

Sinre July, 1984 the AT&T Canmunications (AT&T-C) 
domestic network that ronrects Local Acress am Trans}X>rt Areas 
(interLATA network) has had 16 switches ming time-sensiti\e 
traffic rooting rules. For a given grade cl service, Dynamic 
Nonhierarchical Rooting (DNHR) utilizes network facilities more 
effriently than ron\entional hierarchical routing. Since the 
estimated size of the 1990s AT&T-C interLATA network is more 
than 100 rales, the projected savi~ frem full implementation cl 
DNHR are sut6tantial [1]. 

Realizing the full ~tary benefit fran DNHR implementation 
de~s, among other thi~, on the existence of engineering 
methcxls that prcxiure a rear-minimum-ccst network design 
providing a specified grade cl service for each pcint-to-JX>int traffic 
item. (In the DNHR rontext the words ·~lCtv.ork design" mean 
the specification of the number cl trun.'<s am the time-varying 
traffic routin~ in the retwork.) At present the only avail able 
design methcxl is the Unified Algorithm (UA) [2], which is a 
gloOOl, iterati\e heuristic metln:l. 1m goal cl this \\Ul'k was the 
development cl a local design procedure; i.e. a procedure that 
provides a useful meam of studying network changes under 
perturhitions of a few pcint-to-JX>int traffic loods or for studying 
network changes when the sizes of a few links in tOO network are 
changed. (These questions are scme of the fundamental problem 
in DNHR network fOreclSting am servicing; e.g., see [3].) The 
result of oor efforts is the Incremental Sequential Allocation 
Procedure (ISAP). In this paper we will describe the ISAP am 
compare its network designs \vith th~ produced by tre UA 

1m ISAP is a ~level decmlJXEition heuristic metJloo that is 
similar to teclmiques med in designing trnnsJX>rtation netv.lorks [4]. 
1m metlm divides the DNHR design problem into smaller 
qnimization problem. Each small problem is solved at the lower 
level (Level 2) am a roordinating procedure (Level 1) uses the 
small-problem solutions to fi.nj a solution for the entire DNHR 
design problem (see, for example, [4],[5],[6], am [7].). 

1m purJne of the cmrdinating procedure, which is Le\'el1 cl the 
ISAP ~tion, is to deter~ which ore ri the set of the 
Le\el 2-prqn;ed link sizes am traffic routin~ is the IIlC6t 
eccmmical. After producing a fixed ordering cl all parrels, the 
ISAP will make M rounds throogh this ordered list, ~re M is an 
input pua met er. When parcel i is examined on the kth round, 
1 s k s M, then, starting fran a network that ser\eS Pt -1 %ri 
parrel i's traffic, Le\el 2 ri the ISAP mes a dynamic program [8] 
to geB'!!'ate a set cl local minimum incremental rost netwcrk 
designs that serve with the apprqn-iate grade of service in all 
design b:mrs Pt % 100 c:: Pt > Pt -1, of parcel i's traffic. Level 1 
chooses the Le\e12 generated solution that minimizes total 
(glol:nl) retwork incremental rost incurred in order to se~ in all 
design oours the traffic increment fran parcel i. 

Level 2 of ISAP is the level at which the local minimum . 
incremental rost network designs are foum. For a fixed Jmrel i 
am a fixed JE'rentage (rot ~niing en the value cl i) cl the 
lood offered by that parcel, level 2 cl the ISAP desigm a net\\'Ol'k 
that will carry the incremental lood an parcel i, in addition to all 
other loods it was previoosly desigrm to carry, with acceptable 
grades ri service at each design oour. In the design process each 
design oour is ronsidered in turn. (Therefore, for each Jmrel i 
examined during a room, the ISAP enters Level 2 H times, where 
H is the number ri design b:Jurs.) A mu state-variable three
stage dynamic program am supplemental sizing routine choose a 
route for the JE'rentage cl parcel i's traffic we wish to se~ in 
that oour am insure that the net\\Ul'k has sufficient capacity to 
carry the traffic with a particular grade ri service. The sizes cl 
tOOse links offered Jmcel i's traffic may increase, decrease, er 
remain ronstant during this part of the procedure. If rot all cl the 
design oours far the parrel ha\e been examined, the ISAP 
estimates the link blockin~ am link loods only en th~ links 
carrying tratIX from the parrel. When all the design oours have 
been examined, the ISAP returns to Level 1. 

After Level 1 chooses the Level 2 solution that minimizes total 
network incremental rost, the ISAP recalculates link loods am 
link blockin~ during all oours for all links in the network. Any 
blocking problf1m are corrected. Fmally, if the network has been 
designed for the full lood from all the parcels, the ISAP stop; 
otherwise, it chooses the next parcel in the list am rontinues. 

1m ISAP and UA differ in three important ways. FIrst, the UA 
is an iterati\e methOO; the ISAP is a direct metlnl am stop when 
all the pcint-to-JX>int tratIX item; are allocated . Serom, the UA 
seJmates the routing problem from the sizing problem; the ISAP 
deter~s the routing for a traffic item in a particular oour at the 
same time it allocates the capacity to carry that traffic. Third, 
inasmuch as the UA looks at all the traffic items in all oours at 
onre, it is a gloOOl metlm; in rontrast, the ISAP is local, 
examining tratIX fran a particular parrel in a particular Inrr. 

2.0 THE DNHR DESIGN PROBLEM 

1bis section centaim a statement d the DNHR design problem. 
For rompleteness we row make the follC7Ning definiticm. 

~ words switch ani node are equivalent and refer to the 
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switches in the DNHR netwerk. The trunk grrup between two 
oodes will be called a link. The direct pzth between the IKXies A 
am B is the link ;,ining A and B. A two-link pzth between the 
mdes A am B comis ts cl the direct pitm between the IKXies A 
am C am the mdes C am B, where C is amther IKXie called the 
via node. (paths with mae than two links are Irt allowed in 
DNHR am, therefore, are not defined ~re.) An ordered set c:i 
piths is called a route. Ncte that these definitiom imply that in a 
given pith a switch can be used in only ere cl two pcEsible ways: 
either traffic originates/ tenninates at the switch er the switch is a 
via IKXie. In the discussion that folICI'M, the directiCll ci trailk 
fbw between two IKXies is oot relevant; only the amoont ci trailk 
fbwing between two oodes matters. If we call the traffic between 
the IKXies A am B the pzrcel AB (this tenn is equivalent to 
point-to-point item AB), then we assume that only the pil'Cel AB 
lmd is i.nlJxlrtant. Fma1ly, call the time cl day during which the 
routing is fixed a load set per:iod. The terrm hour, load set 
period, am design hour will be used interchangeably. 

2.1 The Objective Function 

Our design goal is to minimize the tcXal net\\O'k <mt over all 
pcEsible routes for each ptrcel in e\ery mur, i.e., 

minimize 
over the set ci all 
pcESible routin~ in 
all lmd set peri<Xls 

where L is the number et links, am Ct am st deIX>te, 
respectively, the <mt am size ci the link e. 
2.2 Network Flow Equations 

The net\mrk fbw equatiom relate the lmd offered to each link am 
the ptrcelloads for e\ery design mur. If link e in pith j is offered 
lmd fran ptrcel i, the size c:i that offered lmd depems en the 
blocking on piths 1, 2, ... j - 1, am thus depezm on the route fer 
ptrcel i's traffic. Each pith blocking depeIm, in turn, on the 
blockin~ en the link(s) comprising the pith. We need the 
following definitiom in order to express these relaticmhirs 
mathematically. Assmne that AI (h) is the ith pil'Cel lmd in mur 
h, at (h) is the actual lmd offered to link e in mur h, a (h) is the 

row vector [a 1(h) , ... ,aL(h)], e'j(h) is the blocking ci ith ptrcel 

on path j in mur h, Rl}(h) is the amount c:i ptrcel i's traffic 
offered to path j in mur h, bl~k(h) is the blocking c:i ith ptrcel en 
link ek " =1,2, cl path j in mur h (e2 does Irt exist fer the direct 
path). 

If we denote by 11 (h) the number cl paths in ptrcel i's route in 
mur h, then fer h = 1, ... ,H, i = 1, ... ,R, the equaticm 

(2.2.1) 

j=,2, ... I, (h), 

state that for h=1, ... ,H, all cl the lmd fran ptrcel i is offered to 
the first path in its route am that the overflow from pith j-1 is 
offered to path j. Implicit in (2.2.1) is the assumptien that the 
JXlth blockin~ are iIxiepement. 

Assuming that the bl~ cl the pircel on each link also are 
iro~ment, we can write a simple expression for elJ(h) in terms 
of the blocking cl the ptrcel on each link. We have 

e'l (h) = b,~l(h) + b,~2(h) - b;~l(h )b,~2(h) fer j a 2-link pith, 

(2.22) 

fer j the direct path. 

To finj the total load offered to a given link in rour h, we must 

sum the lmds offered by each paf(~l to that link in mur h. Let 
p(h) be the R x L matrix whCEe entries are the amrunt cl traffic 
offered to link e by ptrcel i in mur h. Note that the matrix p(h) 
is well defined since any link can appear at most cn:e in the route 
for ptrcel i. The load en any link e in mur h is just the fth entry 
ci the row vectcr ~(h) given by 

~(h) = ~p(h), 

where 1 is the row vectcr ci all !s. 

23 Sizing, Blocking, and Modularity Constraints 

(2.23) 

The DNHR net\\a'k must be designed in erder that the average 
blocking experienced by each pil'Cel in a given mur is less than er 
equal to a prescribed maximum grade cl service. SUPJX>SC that 
BI (h) is the grade cl service fer ptrcel i in mur h. 

To demaIxi that each parcel in each Inn' satisfa a particular 
grade ci service mea.m that fer each parcel i am each mm h, the 
inequality 

(2.31) 

1/(11) 

where fl(h) = II elJ(h) 
j-1 

must be satisfied (cl. 22.2). 

Previously we defined b,~k(h) as the blocking cl the ith ptrcel on 
link f k , k =1,2, cl path j in mur hand bt(h) as the average 
blocking on link f b rour h. To imure that all the blockin~ we 
calculate represent prooobilities, we ·also must include comtraints 

which lnurj the bl(h) am b,~Ie(h) between 0 am 1, inclusive. 
Therefore, fer all 1 s i s R, 1 s j s 1, (h), 1 s h sHam 
all links e le ,k = 1,2 we require that 

o s b,~k(h) s 1, 
(2.32) 

am fer all links that 0 s bl(h) s 1. 

The link size is the maximum over all murs h = 1, ... ,H, et a 
oonlinear function ~a ~ p) that relates the oourly link lmd, 
at(h), murly traffic peakedness zl(h), am average murly link 
blocking bl (h) to the link size st: 

st = max ~at(h ))pt(11 )~t(h)), h =1, ... // . (2.33) 
11=1 •... ,11 

In practice ~.,. ,.,) is often Irt explicitly stated. The 'hrurly trunk 
quantities," cl which the link size st is the maximum, can be 
calculated by an applicatien cl the Equivalent Raman Metha1 
am the inverse Erlang -B formula. 

Trunks can be imtalled only in multiples c:i the mOOule size mt. 
Therefore, we must also include the restriction that 

(2.3.4) 

The constraint set is inccmplete withrut equaticm that define the 
relatiomhip between the average mmly link blocking bt(h) on 
link e and the blockin~ experienced by all c:i the parcels that offer 
traffic to link. e (i.e., tloe blocking b,5k (h) with i k =f am such 
that fk is in path j et parcel i's route in mur h). If a clCEed fonn 
for these equatiom exists, then it appears to inmlve all cl the 
manents of the distributicm ci the call arrival processes to link f 
as well as the moments et the distributien cf all lrlding times. 
~veloping the ootation to carry these ideas requires too much 
spice and sheds 00 light m the proolem. 

3.0 THE INCREMENTAL SEQUENTIAL ALLOCATION 
PROCEDURE 

Figme 1 is a block diagram d. the ISAP. In the following 
su~ctiom we shall explain the function cl each d. the ooxes in 
Figme 1 in more detail; the reasom umerlying the routing am 
sizing block require the most attention since it is the ~ et 
Level 2 am the ma;t i.nlJxlrtant pift c:l the ISAP. In order to 
keep the discussion as simple as pcEsible, we shall explain the 
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Level 2 romputatiOI~ (see section 35) before we explain tre 
Level 1 romputatiom (see section 3.7). 

I NITIAL!ZATlON SELECT 1 SELECT 2 

' IN PUT • ROUND OF • PARCEL 
, ORDER 

PARCELS 

, ORDER 
HOURS 

YES 
STOP )+--~ 

ASSOCIATED "10 
ALLOCATION 

NO NO 

SELECT 3 

, HOUR 

FIGURE 1 ISAP BLOCK DIAGRAM 

3.J Initialization 

DESIGN 

, ROUTE 

SELECT 
DESIGN 

' BEST OF 
CANDIDATE 
DESIGNS 

Initializing tre computatiom proceeds as follows: set all link sizes 
to 0 am set 00th link blockin~ am the pucel blockin~ to 1. 
Other inputs are tre cost per trunk fa- each link, the number et 
design oours, tre mroule size fa- each link, tre pant-to-point loods 
in each oour, the pant -to-point grade et service fa- each oour, 
switch locatiom and capacities , am the canlidate paths for each 
pant-to-point item. Moreover, the algorithm requires infonnation 
aoout the traffic peakedness, day-to-day variation, and path 
restrictions due to trammission comtraints (ecoo contrci 
restrictions, etc.) . 

~ preceding information must be supplied to any ~t\mrk design 
procedure since it ronveys the design criteria. ~ ISAP also 
requires the values of other puameters. One et these parameters 
is the JXSitive integer M, which tells tl~ routi~ oow many times it 
must exa~ each pucel. DJring each look at pucel i , 
i = 1, ... ,R (R is the number of parcels), the ISAP will allocate 
capacity to carry Pi; (i) % cl pucel i's traffic, v.rere 
o < Pi (i) S 100, k = 1, ... ,M, and PM (i) = 100. A vecta- l!. 
et ten probabilities also is ~ by the procedure. ~ entries in 
U will serve as upper boo.n:Js en path blocki~ in tre design step; 

we will discuss tre values fa- the probabilities am how they are 
used in mae detail in Section 352. 

~ last step; in the initialization procedure are to decide en an 
order in which to exa~ the parcels and, once a pucel is given, 
to clr:ne an ord~ in which to exa~ the design murs. For a 
given parcel, we achieved cm best designs by examining the design 
murs in order !rem largest to smallest an the lmis of oourly lood 
for that parcel. 

32 Select 1 

1h>ugh the a-der in which pucels are to be. comidered is decided 
en in the Initialization step, the ISAP must keep a rount cl the 
number ci. roUIXis it has made through the ordered list et pucels. 

~ oox in Figure 1labeled ''Select I" represents this contrci. 

33 Select 2 

~ ISAP must keep a rerord cl. tre puc:els it has examined in the 
current rotni, the current parcel under romideration, and tre 
percentage et the current pucel's traffic that the next netwcrk 
design must serve. ~ ba:l in Figure 1 labeled ''Select 2" 
represents this rontrci. 

3.4 Select 3 

For a given parcel the ISAP must keep a record of the design 
roUTS it has examined as well as the current design rour under 
romideration. ~ box in Figure 1 labeled 'Select 3" represents 
this rontrd. 

3.5 Design 

Rememrer that we have said that the ISAP a-ders the pucels and 
then looks at each pucel \\ith respect to that a-dering. Each time 
a pucel is examined, we cl1cn;e a route in each oour and net\\Uk 
capacity to carry a larger percentage et that parcel's traffic than 
the ~t\mrk carried before. Given a round, a pucel, am an mur, 
the ISAP starts !rem the present routing am link sizes, which 
have bee.n calculated to serve prescribed traffic with a puticular 
grade of service, am determim; routin~ and trunk 
augments/ discarmects, if any, required to serve all of the traffic the 
~tWCI'k served before plus the traffic increment !rem the pucel in 
that oour. 

~ basis c1 the routing and sizing step in the ISAP is a mu 
state-variable three-stage dynamic program and a supplemental 
sizing methcxl. At the en:I cl tre final stage cl the dynamic 
program, the ISAP has produced the first three patm in the route 
for the puticular pucel- am mur as well as the trunk 
augments/disconnects on the links in the piths. If the required 
grade et service (GOS) is met, tm procedure examines a ~w oour 
and, possibly, a ~w parcel. If the GOS is oot met, the ISAP uses 
.the supplemental sizing routi~ to appeoo more pitm to tre route 
until it is satisfied. 

3.5.1 The Dynamic Program 

Our procedure's most imJxntant coll1JXlrlent is a mu state-variable 
three-stage dynamic program that is solved by backward recu.rsien 
beginning at stage 3. At each stage n, n = 3,2,1, there are mu 
decisicm to make. We must decide an the nth pith in the route at 
stage n, am we must chcne the blocking en that path. Of rourse, 
these decisions in stage n de~d en the decisiom made in stage 
n+l, for if path j is the n+lth path in the route, then pith j 
canoot be the nth path in the route. Similarly, puticular path 
blockin~ at stage n+l preclude the chcIce et other path blockings 
at stage n. Remember that the nxx:Iularity roIXlitians fa- trunk 
quantities imply that the JXSsible chcIces fa- path blocking 
comtitute a discrete spice, to the interval [0,1]. Fa- simplicity's 
sake, explicit reference to the design oour h under romideration is 

drewed· 

Let the state et the system at stage n be given by the a-dered pair 
(R~ ,.~) v.rere R~ is the rollectien c1 tre last 4-n, n = 3,2,1, JXlths 
in the route for parcel i and F! gives the product c:i the path 
blockin~ en the last 4-n paths in this route. Also, supJXSe that PI 
is the set cl candidate paths for pucel i in oour h and that elj 

gives the blocking in oour h c:i parcel i en path j. ~n the state 
tmmitien functiom that relate the state c:i the system in stage n 
with its state in stage n+ 1 are given by 

R! = d;oR ~+1 , n = 3,2,1, (3.5.1) 

F~ = d: . F~+l , n = 3,2,1, (3.52) 

v.rere dIll E PI, d; l R~ +1 is the nth path in pucel i's route, 
d: £ l!. is the blocking at this pith, and the symbd "0" is the 

roncatenation ~rator. The lnlOOary coIXliticm are defirm by 

R~ = { }, 

wmre { } deIXJtes the empty set and 

F~ = 1 . 

(3.53) 

(3.5.4) 

Equation (35.1) says that the last 4-n piths in the route are 
ootained by picking the nth path in the route am appeIXling the 
remaining paths. Equation (3.5.2) means that the blocking en the 
last 4·n JBths in the route is OOtained by multiplying the blocking 
chosen fa- the nth path, d:, by tre blocking at the remaining 
paths. (Note that the iOOependenc:e c1 path blockiIl&" is implicit 
~re.) 
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The decisicu d} aDi d; at each stage minimize incremental 
netmrk oost given ~ state c:i ~ system. The minimum 
incremental net\\Q'k oost at stage n, I:(R! I'D, is the minimwn et 
~ sum cl ~ ene-stage incremental oost fimction c(d,,1 pi) at 
stage n am ~ minimwn incremental netmrk oost at stage n+l, 
1:+1 (R! +1 F!+1)' Thus, we can write 

I:(R!F!) = min {c(d"t.d;) +1:+1 (R!+1 F~+dl(3.55) 
dltP1IR!+1 

d1i!. 
The minimwn in the first variable is taken OYer the set {PI!R~+d, 
which is oothing mre than all the caOOidate paths except th~ 
already in the set R! +1' The minimum in the second variable d; 
is taken OYer U, ~ discrete prolnbility vectcr defined above, am 
tm GOS requirement fer parcel i and mur h are used in its 
computation. 

In section 352 ~ solution to (35.5) will be illustrated by ~ 
example. We also will discms mw to evclluate the one-stage oost 
functicn. 

Note that this formulation is completely-general because it can be 
used, in principle at least, to find all N paths in a rrute. All c:i 
tm previous development remains ~hanged if references to three 
paths are replaced by references to N paths. However, since IJlC6t 
of a parcel's traffic is offered to the first three paths, choosing aDi 
sizing more than three piths with the dynamic program uses too 
much ccmputer time with little Cl' m benefit. Section 35.3 
explains mw tm other paths are ch~en. 

3.5.2 The Dynamic Program: An Explanation by Exampe 

The following example cl tm two-state, three-stage dynamic 
program assumes that the nerncrk has 16 nodes, 10 design murs 
(load set pericxis), am that traffic from a parcel can be offered to 
tm direct path er use any rode other than the terminating mOO as 
a via m:le. Therefore, each parcel has fifteen JXlths in its list c:i 
caOOidate paths, but for simplicity we shall discuss only the first 
three piths in tm list, (6,-), (2,33), and (3,45). The symbd "-" 
indicates that 00 link is present; thus, (6,-) is the direct link. 

Suppcse that the ISAP is in roWld 2 of its design, that oor 
requirement is for tm network to carry with the appr<l'1'iate GOS 
25% more traffic frem every parcel at tm end cl round k than it 
carried at the end of round k-l, k=I,2,3,4, and that parcel 6 and 
mur 2 are tm current parcel am mur umer consideration. 
Therefore, at the begimring cl ~ design step fer parcel 6 am 
mur 2 we have a network that carries 25% of the parcel 6, mur 2 
traffic plus traffic frem other parcels am Inlrs. At the end c:i this 
step the ISAP will have constructed a network serving with the 
prescribed GOS, 5O%c:i the traffic from parcel 6 in hour 2 am the 
traffic it served before. 

We specify a vectcr f! c:i ten prolnbilities. The elements of f! 
serve as upper bounds on pith blockin~ in the dynamic program. 
Let U = {Dl ,.05,.1,.2,.3,.4,5,.6,.7 ,S}. We will explain the use cl 

this vector below. 

To decide on the first pith in prrcel 6's route in hour 2, the ISAP 
computes a table lilce Table 1. Note that the entries in the 1q) 
row of tm table are the Uc c = 1, ... ,10, am the left column lists 
the first three carrlidate piihs. Assume that 45% cl the parcel 6, 
mur 2 traffic is 5 erlangs. (The beginning d Section 35.3 
explains why, at this Jrint in the calculaticm, we offer 45%rather 
than 50%of the parcel lend.) TIle number in the r'• row am c'· 
colwnn cl the table is the minimum total number of trunks which 
must 00 added to ~ link(s) of pith r to achieve a pith bloding 
less than or equal to uc , when the lrod offered to pith r is 
5 erlang; plus the lood oontributed in this mur by JID'c.els other 
than prrcel 6. ~ value; in these table; romprise the range cl 
the one-stage ccst function (see (35.5») am, therefore, are used in 
the dynamic programming recursion.) If the ptth is a two-link 
pith, oote that the table entry gives the sum cl the numbers c:i 
trunks added to both links since the optimization requires only this 
sum; a record cl the number of trunks added to each link is kept 
for use in blocking calculations. We will assume that trunks oost 

1 dollar, so that ~ entries in ~ table are ~ a:6ts c:i 
augmenting! disconnecting trunks. 

~ .01 .05 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 

(6,-) 6 5 5 4 3 3 2 2 0 -1 

(2,33) 9 7 7 7 6 5 4 4 3 2 

(3,45) 6 6 5 5 4 3 2 0 -1 -2 

TABLE 1 FIRST - PATH MINIMUM MODULAR INCREMENTS TABLE 

1bis table, which is called the first-ptth mtnlmum mOOular 
increments table (MMIT), is constructed in a straightforward way 
with the Erlang-B function. In this example we igoore traffic 
peakedness am day-to-day variation. With the CXJuivalent random 
methcxi am apprcpriate inflatien factors for OYerflow, the mroel 
could accoont for both cl them. To calculate the entries for a 
two-link pith, say (2,33), the ISAP chooses upper am lower 
bounds for the sizes c:i links 2 am 33, respectively, am within that 
domain it estimates a minimum oost configuration for the two-link 
pith that gives the required pith blocking uc • If these proJUed 
new link sizes n;sult in blocking violations for other parcels er for 
this parcel in other murs, the links are augmented until the 
problems are solved. The m.cxiularity requirements are always 
enforced. (Undrubtedly the reader noticed that this metOOd is 
subqJtimal. TIle appr<l'1'iate schmle is to calculate for each 
configuration cl links 2 am 33 the augments required to correct 
any blocking proolems on other traffic items. 1mugh some 
methcxi other than exhaustive search can be used here, checking 
l!lCI'e than one configuration appears to be too titre consuming.) 
To calculate the entries for a <n!-link path, the ISAP determiIles 
~ smallest ma:lular size that gives a path blocking less than or 
equal to Uc , am then, if necessary, it determines mroular increases 
in the link size in order to rorrect blocking pmblems fer other 
parcels Cl' for the current parcel in other murs. 

Readers should me the negathe entries in Table 1. They imicate 
that trunks can be removed frem a link Cl' links and still provide 
an acceptable ptth blocking for a given value Uc ' Also ollierve 
that this table gives enoogh information to compute the minimum 
incremental oost one-pith route fCl' tillS parcel and this mur. 
Column 1 gives the minimum number of trunks that must be 
added to each path to guarantee that the blocking on that pith is 
less than or equal to .01. 'We choose the increment with the 
smallest oost as oor one-ptth route, which in this case, is the direct 
pith (6, -). 

Calculating the information needed to choose the second path is 
more complicated. Frnt we must kmw the offered load to the 
second ptth, am cl course that value depends on the first-ptth 
blocking. Once the offered lend is koown, the methah used in the 
first-pith calculations are applicable. But we have a potential 
problem in determining the offered load. 

Recall that the entries in the vectcr f! aTe ~r 1n.J.ms for the 

blocking en each path. Since ~ ptth blocking; depend on both 

offered lend and number cl trunks, each entry in the first-JXlth 
MMIT determines a ptth blocking, am it is conceivable that each 
of these path blockin~ is different from the other path blockings 
determined by a particular MMIT. Thus, for a 15xl0 first-pith 
MMIT, there can be 150 different path blocking; and, 
consequently, 150 different second-path offered loads (second-path 
offered lrod = first-path offered load x first-pith blocking). 
Producing the MMIT for each cl. these offered loods is 
computationally prohibitive. As a result we approximate these 
different second-path offered lends by assuming that the first-path 
blocking can be equal only to one et the elements cl. f!. Once a 

first-pith blocking in mur 2, ell (2) , is Iov.vn fer parcel i, we can 
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rompute an MMlT fer the rorresponding load. An example is 
given in Table 2. 

FIRST PATH BLOCKING : u1 = ei1 (2) = .2 

~ .01 .05 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 

(6,-) - 2 2 1 1 1 0 -1 -2 -3 

(2,33) - 3 3 2 2 1 0 0 -1 - 2 

(3,45) - 1 1 1 0 0 -1 -2 -2 -3 

TABLE 2 SECOND - PATH MINIMUM MODULAR INCREMENTS TABLE 

Note that mw we have emugh infonnatien to rompute a 
minimum m;t me-path rrute satisfying the GOS, which is .01 in 
oor discussion. For example, romider the me MMITs given in 
Tables 1 and 2. If el1(2) =.2 and ed2) = .05, then any first 
path having blocking less than er equal to 2 am any secend path 
having blocking less than or equal to .05 must, together, romprise 
a route which satisfies the GOS fer this parcel in this mur. 
SUPJXSe (2,33) is the seccnd path in the route; the marginal m;t 
of 3 trunks is given L'l Table 2 umer the rolumn readed ".05" 
~te the row "(2,33)". By referring to Table 1 , we ~ that the 
rest chace fer the first pith, given eil(2) = 2 , is (6,-) since the 
tctal m;t with that qnioo is 4 + 3 = 7 (look uMer column 2 am 
row (6, -», whereas ch<ning (3,45) m;ts 5 + 3 = 8. If (3,45) is 
the serond path, then choo;ing (6,-) for the first path is the best 
qnion since that incurs an incremental marginal oost c:i 5 versus 
the m;t ci 8 that results frem the chace et (2,33) as the first 
path. If (6, -) is the second path, the best chace for the first path 
is (3,45) , which oosts 7. Oearly, if these were oor only q>tions, 
then {(6,-) ,(3,45)} provides the best pa;sible mu-path route 
satisfying the GOS fer this parcel and this mur. 

Canputing the MMITs fer the third path is nearly the same as fer 
the second path. As befere we must deter~ the offered lrod, 
which, in this case, is the load overflowing from the first two paths. 
Again, the elements cl. C!. are the mly ~nnissible wlues fer 

blocking'i on the first me rntm; this restriction imures reasonable 
romputation times. 

~ thini stage MMITs , together with the onc- am rnc-stage 
tables, are used to ccmpute a minimum m;t three-pith route for 
the additional traffic. ~ details are similar to the aoove
described calculation for the tv.'O-rath route satisfying the GOS. 
For each triple (el1(2),ed2)~13(2» we find the sequence et three 
piths which gives the minimum tctal incremental m;t that must 
be incurred to provide the traffic with a grade of service less than 
or equal to the product el1(2) XeI 2(2)xe/3(2). Fmding the 
minimum incremental oost three-path route satisfying the GOS 
reduces, then, to choosing the minimum incremental cost three
Plth route fer which the preceding product is less than er equal to 
the GOS. This completes the description cl the dynamic program. 

At this pant in the romputatiom, we have available the MMITs 
frem each stage cl the dynamic program. Fran these tables we 
can identify minimum cos one-, two- , and three-path routes 

,satisfying the GOS. Moreover, we can compute any optimal route 
cl ore, nm, er, three paths providing a grade cl service less than 
er equal to 

(35.21) 

where 1 :S " :S 3 is the number c:i patm in the route and the 
elj (2), j = 1, ... ,1, are elements et '!.. 1k ability to calculate 

routes with a blocking given by (35.2.1) is imJxrtant if we want 
to understand the aEt effectiveness of offering traffic to routes 
with more than three paths. Section 353 discusses ene way to 
erder the remaining paths and to increment the netv.uk's capacity 

to serve with the requisite GOS the traffic overflowing froin the 
first three paths. 

3.5.3 The Supplemental Routing/Sizing RoutiM 

As we said before, the ISAP calculates the routing and capacity 
for 45% mm 2 lood in oor example, yet oor oojective is to serve 
50% of the parcel 6 hour 2 lood at the rompletian cl this step. 
~re is a simple reason the procedure wcrks this way. Intuitively 
we feel that the ma1ularity requirements am oor romervative 
sizing rules create spare capacity in the netwcrk. ~refere, the 
same numbers cl. trunks ci.ten will serve 5O%cl the traffic, with an 
acceptable GOS. Offering 50% cl the lrod at first may create 
unnecessary augmentation. So the next thing that is done at this 
stage et the calculation is to creek whether the route am capacity 
calculatiom produced by the dynamic program can serve the 
additional traffic. 

~n the route produced by the dynamic program gives 8 

blocking on the first three paths greater than the GOS, the ISAP 
uses a simple scheme to find a route which does satisfy the GOS. 
~ dynamic program provides SPACAP (SPAre CAPacity) with 
the current route, GOS, and the list c:i caJXlidate paths for this 
parcel and mm. We shall explain the routine's q:eratioo using a 
simple example. 

Let the parcel 6, mur 2 route calculated by the dynamic program 
be (6,-), (2,33), (3,45). Since we assumed that 45% cl this 
parcel's lnlrly load is 5 erlangs, then 50% cl it is 556 erlan~. 
SUPJne that the blocking en the first three Plths is equal to .03 if 
we offer 556 erlan~ cl traffic to the route, and we want a GOS cl 
.01. Hence, we must ecooanically carry 556x.02 = 111 erlangs 
mcce lood. FltSt, starting from the netwerk produced by the 
dynamic program, SPACAP ronfigmes the netwc:rk to carry half 
ci. the remaining lood; thus, for this example we cmfigure the 
netv.uk to carry an additiooal .0556 erlan~ cl traffic. Under the 
romtraint that the first three paths in the route are fixed, the same 
methc:x:Js used to calculate the Minimum Marginal Increments 
Table are used in the calculation cl a minimum incremental m;t 
solution to the problem c:i serving the extra traffic. Either 
SPACAP tm:ts a path rot in the present route that can carry the 
traffic withwt augmentatioo am makes it part c:i the route, er it 
augments 8 path already in the route, er it augments a path ID in 
the present route and makes it part cl the route, whichever is the 
least expensive alternative. ~n the process is repeated for the 
remaining half cl the lood. ~n SPACAP stq>s it has producrrl 
a route that serves parcel 6, Inlr 2 traffic with the apprq>riate 
GOS. 

~ reader may wmder why we offer .0556 erlan~ twice to the 
caJXlidate patm rather than offering 111 erlangs once. Unlike the 
dynamic program, SPACAP looks at only one path at a time, and, 
therefore, canmt recognize when appending two more paths to the 
route costs less than appeming ene path . TIms, cifering larger 
increments will be mcce likely to force augmentatien than cifering 
smaller increments. 

This rompletes the discussioo cl the design block in Figure 1. ~ 
next three sectiom will romplete the presentation et the ISAP. 

36 Update 1 

After the design block chcrEes the best incremental net\\Cl'k design 
for a fixed parcel and hour, the ISAP stores new estimates for the 
homly link blocking'i, mmly parcel blockings, mmly link loads, 
and link sizes. These blocking estimates are simple 
approximatiom b1sed 00 the Erlang-B formula with new hourly 
link loads and link sizes. 

We update only local link and blocking information for the 
particular parcel rather than recalculating blocking\ fer the entire 
netv.uk. Remember that the ISAP is a me-level deroIDJX6itioo 
and that the design block q:erates on the lower level by choosing 
gooi UneImltal solutiom by rarcel am mur. Our chace to 
augment er decrement a certain link affects traffic in all other 
murs. Far a given parcel, changes in link e that result in a small 
(or negative) incremental netwcrk m;t in mur hi may force a 
very large incremental m;t for the same parcel in amther hour h2• 
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Thus, the link sizes we choose at the end c:l. the design block are, 
in fact, mly caIdidate changes in the net\\a"k. We do mt 
recalculate all the net\\Q'k blockin~ until !-eYe1 1 finally chooses 
the link changes we wish to allCNi. 

37 Select Design 

To monitor accurately mw single-mm chaces affect <Xher murs, 
we require a rontrolling objective functien, i.e., an objective 
fwicticn that, for a given parcel, relates single-hoor incremental 
OO5ts to the total incremental network cat required to carry the 
parcel's traffic during all 1n1rs. Fmding an explicit expression fCl' 
this functicn seeIm diffi::ult. Fortunately, a simple alternative 
roardinating procedme is available; it is !-eYel1 c:l. the ISAP. ' 

~ MMITs am supplemental routing rurl sizing calculations fCl' 
a particular parcel am mm provide informa tien frem which we 
can ronstruct several different sets ci routi~ and" trunk 
augments/ discoonects to serve the load with the appIq)riate GOS. 
~ previous example shows lrJw to calculate the least OO5t routing 
am augmentation strategy without taking into account this 
strategy's effect en the OO5ts in ot~r design In1rs fCl' this parcel. 
Rather than calculating ~t the least OO5t strategy, the ISAP can 
determine different netv.ak ronfigurations generated dming the 
design step, am when all murs for a parcel have been examined, 
the procedure can ch:ne the least ast alternative, with respect to 
the other design oours, frem among tOOse it has saved. 

~re are several ways in which we can select the O!t\\Q'k 
ronfigurations to save. When the direct path pro'~ in (the phrase 
''pr0YeS in" means that lc:nd al>o\e a minimum thresb:ll.d is offered 
to the path), it is the cheapest path in the candidate list for alt1la;t 
all parcels. Hence, we shoold expect the direct pith to be the first 
chace pith in llDt oours and fCl' llDt parcels, and it makes sense 
always to examine the Olse that the direct path is the first pith in 
the route. Another O!t\\Q'k ronfiguration we Oln store is the least 
in:remental OO5t net\\a"k when the first pith in the route is mt the ' 
direct pith. Qearly the ISAP can C1'der network alternatives am 
keep them up to the limits ci storage am romputatien time. How 
many netwerk alternatives m:d to be saved for large net\\a"ks is 
an qlen issue. Our examples ronsider only three alternatives. 

3.8 Update 2 

~n we have ch<Een the least incremental OO5t netwCl'k for a 
particular parcel, the ISAP recanputes the murly link loads, 
oourly link blockings, am murly JXll'CeJ blockings for the entire 
network. TIlis means fiInng the solution to the mnlinear system 
of equations (22.1) - (22.4) am the Equivalent Ramem Meth<Xl 
that, for a given routing, expresses the relationship between oourly 
link loods, link sizes, and oourly link blocki~. Given the mmly 
link blockings Ollculated frem the routing, one Oln determine fCl' 
each design oour the blocking en each pith in a parcrl's route am 
thereby obtain the pucel blocking. 

To solve this system et equations, which we call the netv.ak fbw 
and blocking equations, the ISAP 1.5es an iterative technique that 
assumes that the routing and link sizes are fixed; it begins by 
choosing a set ci loods for the links in each mur ham asswning 
all tle link bloc kings are un.koown. TI~ next step is to calculate 
new murly link blockin~ fCA' every link in the network with 
res~ct to these loods. The absolute values et the differena:s 
be~n the old murly link · blockin~ am new oourly link 
bloc.ldng<> are sum.med over all murs, and ~ sum is called Erta'. 
If the value et ErrCl' is less than a predetermined thresmld, the 
meth<Xl stops. Otherwise it calculates a new set ci link <tiered 
lends; i.e., for each design oour h = 1, ... 11, it fims a new set ci 
loods (see 22.4) ming~ link blockin~ calru1ated aoove. tm 
new murly link blocking<> are med to fim the values cl. eJJ(h) as 
in (22.2). Once the eIJ(h) are kmwn, (22.1) gives the entries ci 
the matrix o.(h), which, in turn, gives the new vector ~(h). 

'IbJugh we have m ronvergence proci fCl' this metOOd, it has never 
failed to converge in mae than 50 iterations fer any reasonable 
stopping criterion. 

~n the iterative metlni has ronverged, the ISAP verifi:s that 
~ grade ci service is met for each parcel in each mur. If tlr-

grade ci service is violated fCl' any parcel in any mm, the ISAP 
adds a trunk mcdule to that (tlDse) link(s) which is (are) the first 
pith in the route c:l. the parcel with the highest murly blocking. 
'!'ren we solve the above system ci equatiOllS again am repeat the 
link augmentaticn where necessary to assure the appropriate 
murly grade ci service for each parcel. When the GOS is satisfied 
for all parcels in all murs, the ISAP determines ~ther all the 
traffic is served am stop if all cl it is served. Otherwise, the 
ISAP chcnes eitmr the next mur <r the next parcel am mur am 
rontinues. 

1bis rompletes the disc1.5sicn ci the ISAP. In the next section we 
present oor results am ootline problems that this \\Q'k suggests. 

4.0 RESULTS 

~ following disc1.5sion presents a rompi.I'ison between the design 
rosts ci the ISAP am the UA on small, multi-oom networks. We 
romrared the design OO5ts ci the 3-nOOe/ 2-hoor, 4-mde/ 2-hoor , 
am 16-ncxle/10-hoor net\\a:ks, res~vely. 

To assme an equitable rompuism between the UA mi the ISAP, 
we simplified the design problem as much as IXEsible. Upper 
limits on switch Olpicity \Wl'e ignored as \Wl'e transmissiCll 
ronstraints that limit via-roote Oln:lidates. Thus, any mde other 
than the originating mde Cl' the terminating mde was allowed to 
be a via mie. All traffic parcel peaked~ses ass urre the value 1. 
O! rourse, the same net\\Q'k data \Wl'e used as input to both 
algorithms. In addition, in the examples below, the ISAP (BSSe5 

throogh the Cl'dered list ci parcels for the 4-mde and 16-nroe 
net\\Q'ks exactly once am designs the nenmrk to Olrry 100%c:l. 
each (Brcel's traffic during each design rom. In the 3-n<Xle 
network the parcel list is traversed four times with 2S% cl every 
parcel's lood allocated during each pass. The vectCl' l! is {.Ol, .oS, 
1, lS, 2, .3, .4, .5, h, .7} for the 3-mde network am is {.Q1, .05, 
1, 15, 2, 2S, 3, 3S, A, 5} for the other examples. All netwa'ks 
\-vere designed to provide (Brcrl blocking in any design mur less 
than er equal to 1 % 

For the 3-NodeI2 mm net\\Q'k, each traffic parcel was 10 erlangs 
in both oours 1 and 2. Each trunk in a link OO5t 1 ddlar, am the 
mcrlule size equated 1. ~ UA produced a design that ast $47 
am the ISAP produced a design that cost $46, which is a sa~ 
ci 22% in the network design rost. ~ routing was identical in 
each design am was symmetric, as one expects. Neither design 
ga ve the symmetric trunk groop sizes oor intuition demaIrll, but 
the ISAP design was tmre appealing in this respect than the UA 
design. 

Refer to Figure 2 fCl' the data on the 4-mde/2-hoor net\\Uf'k. The 
left hand rolumn ci the ~rmost table gives the link number and 
traffic parcel associated with the 4-mde network depicted in the 
drawing. ~ parcel sizes are actual loods from measured data 
(see table at lower left), am the trunk groop OO5ts are true OO5ts 
ci the direct piths associated with the traffic parcels (see table at 
lower right). All mcdule sizes have been set to 1, am any 
fractional trunk groop sizes produced by the UA have been 
rounded to the next greater integer. ~ reader will mtice that 
the ISAP am UA designs are different, yet they ast nearly the 
same; ~ ISAP is 1 % less expensive. TIle cost results in Figure 2 
are typical c:l. ISAP desigm for a very broad range ci values fCl' 
the vector U. 

For AT&T-C the smallest practical problem ci interest is the 
network with 16 switches am 10 load set periOOs since this is the 
size ci the initial DNHR network. Our design problem, therefore, 
has 16 mdes and 10 murs. The data en which oor tests were 
l:med are the data med to produce ~ 16-mde net\\a"k fCl'ecasts 
in D:!cember 1983. The ISAP designed network OO5ts $S6.4M, 
whereas the UA-designed network asts only $54.6M, a difference 
ci 33% In Section 5 we shall protne explanations for the ISAP's 
perfonnance and suggest ways to improve it. 
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UA ISA P 

LlNKI PAR CEL ROUTE ROUTE 
T RUNKS TRUN KS 

HOUR 1 HOUR 2 HOUR 1 HOUR 2 

(1 , ) 
(-1, -) 1 / AB 11 0 (1 ,-) (3 , 5 ) 116 (1,-) 

(2 4) (3, 5 ) 

(2,-) ( 2 , -) 
2 l AC 68 (2 , -) (3, 6) 61 (2,- ) 

(1,4) (3, 6) 

3 lA D 219 (3,-) 
(3, -) 
(2 , 6 ) 232 ( ~, -) ( 3,-) 
(1, 5) 

4 / BC 168 
(4, -) (4,-) 

183 
(4, - ) ( 4 ,-) 

(5,6) (5,6 ) (5,6) 

5 /B D 260 
( 5 , -) (5 ,-) 

220 
(5 , -) (5, - ) 

(4, 6) (4,6) (4,6) (4, 6) 

6/ CD 6 21 (6, -) (6,- ) 634 (6, - ) (6, -) 
(4 , 5) 

TOTAL 
4 , 3 8 0 , 11 8 4 , 374, 270 

CO ST 

PARCEL SI ZE (ER LANGS) LINK $/ TRUNK 
PARCEL 

HOUR 1 HOUR 2 1 4 805 

AB 7 3 .2 7 1 17: 79 2 4 22 3 

A C 30 .57 69 .73 3 3499 

AD 115.07 188 .77 4 2309 

BC 150.85 1 3 7 .21 5 2986 

BD 235 .08 230 .6 8 6 2 631 

CD 526.2 8 568 .60 

FIGURE 2 4-NODE/2-HOUR NETWORK 

5.0 CONCLUSIONS 

1k p7formance et the ISAP and the UA is comparable fCl' 
designing small net\\alcs, yet the example in the preceding section 
suggests that the UA is superiCl' to the present fCl'm cl the ISAP 
for designing networlcs that arise in practical prOOlems. Numerical 
evidence suggests that there are two reasom for the ISAP's more 
costly 16-nroe/10-lror network design. Recall that the ISAP 
chooses cost-effective routes ani link augments! discarme.cts under 
the comtraints et its estimates of mw these load and link-size 
p7turooticm affect blockin~ in the wmle net\vork withoot solving 
the net\\ak fbw and blocking cquatiom. 1k procedure's inability 
to estimate these blocking changes accurately contributes to its 
lDCI'e expemive 16-00de/1O-hoor design. Furthermore, the present 
implementation of the algorithm uses mae computation time than 
the UA and will Jtt pennit IDa'e than ale pass throogh the list cl. 
parcels for the 16-n<Xie/10-lror netwcrk. Examining a parcel 
mae than once is the only way the ISAP can take advantage et 
gloOOl traffic oon-coiIridence in the net\\ak. 

1k intreduction et a branch and l:x:und scmme to corrluct the 
searches for cptimal routin~ and link augments/ discOIUlects in the 
dynamic program (see Section 2.5.1) can save arithmetic 
operations in the ISAP. Broad applications et this idea can result 
in gocd run-time reductiom. ~ metbxl must use crude bcJunjs 
en link blocking to establish a set cl link sizes en which to search. 
Each different link size represents a different network 
configuration to evaluate. What is wanted at present is a way to 
eliminate nnt et these net\\ak configuratiom withoot having to 
solve the netwCl'k fbw and blocking equation;. There is numerical 
evidence that ~n changing link sizes by adding (deleting) tnmks 
results in a mae expemive network, then adding (deleting) more 
trunks will only make the network even more expensive. This 
observaticn can be used to eliminate costly network oonfiguraticns. 

Implicit in this discussien is the assumptien that ~ne\et the 
ISAP does examine a configuratien, the netwcrk fbw and blocking 
equatiom are solved iteratively. 

~ preceding asswnpticm eliminates, in theel)' at least, the 
ISAP's problem with estimating changes in link blocking under 
murly link load and link size perturootions. To make the ISAP 
competitive with the UA, thoogh, we feel that run time reductiom 
must be great eoough to allow the ISAP to examine each prrcel 
mere than ence. Evidence in [4] suggests that examining each 
prrcel four times will give gocd results. 
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